In this investigation, we propose a classification framework based on transfer learning using latent intermediate domain for document stream classification. In document stream, word frequency changes dramatically because of transition of themes. To classify document stream, we capture new features and modify the classification criteria during the stream. Transfer learning utilises extracted knowledge from source domain to analyse the target domain. We extract latent topics based on topic model from unlabeled documents. Our approach connects each domain using latent topics to classify documents. And we capture change of features by update of intermediate domain in document stream.
Introduction
There are huge amount of information in internet which are mainly text documents. They are sometimes called big data or social network services (SNS) such as blog, tweet, LINE and Facebook. These dataset can be considered as important information source. In fact, we can obtain current trend, review of product and disaster information by analysing these data. However, most of the data remain unutilised. In order to extract various knowledge, it is necessary to model the document set.
A document typically contains multiple themes in different proportions. A class is a collection of documents. For instance, we may imagine political, sport and IT as our classes. With documents in a class, we may expect several properties of the documents commonly to be identified as an identical class. In document classification by probabilistic model, parameters of probability distribution represent feature for each class.
In news stream, it is known that bursts of themes occur with arising specific events. For instance, in political class, articles over election arise heavily during political campaign and few other themes come in. The word frequency of a class changes dramatically because of new themes. When news stream grow tremendously in a short time, their features may vary suddenly and keep changing. This means it is hard to estimate the features in advance. The feature of sets changes dynamically with arising new documents. To classify document stream, the classification criteria should learn each time a new document comes in. We employ transfer learning to resolve this problem. Transfer learning estimates a document class in target domain by class information of source domain. Transfer learning is applied when the training data is not sufficiently obtained.
Transfer learning utilises extracted knowledge from source domain to analyse the target domain. There has been much amount of investigation about transfer learning, which include a variety of application. Generally, transfer learning assumes relation between the source and target domain. If these domains have no relation with each other, there is a possibility that the performance will be worse (Rosenstein et al., 2005) . To address this problem, there has been proposed transfer-learning method using intermediate domain (Tan et al., 2015) . This model can be performed when the source and target domain is low relevant. On the other hand, one of the issues is how to select suitable intermediate domain to connect each domain. Intermediate domain should have common features for the source and target domain. We do not know whether appropriate intermediate domain exists.
In this investigation, we address two problems to classify document stream, how we can construct suitable intermediate domain to connect source domain and target domain, and how we can capture the change of the features. In short, our main contributions is we propose a transfer leaning framework which construct intermediate domain by latent topic and updating depends on change of feature to perform transfer learning correctly. We apply topic model to extract latent topic from intermediate domain, Topic model represents documents as mixture of topics and each topic as probability distribution over words. We classify document stream based on transfer learning using latent topic as intermediate domain.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we describe related work. In Section 3, we describe document stream. In Section 4, we describe transfer learning. In Section 5, we describe topic model. In Section 6, we discuss our method based on our assumption. In Section 7, we show how well our approach works to classification. In Section 8, we conclude this investigation.
Related work
There has been much amount of investigation about document classification based on transfer learning. Generally, classification algorithm such as naive Bayes and SVM assume same domain for the source and target domain. Transfer learning obtains classification criteria from the source domain to classify the target domain.
One of the approach such as non-negative matrix tri-factorisation (NMTF) and co-clustering use observed value to perform transfer learning (Dai et al., 2007; Zhuang et al., 2010) . There has been proposed latent state-based approach to capture the relation among domains (Long et al., 2012; Xie et al., 2009; Zhuang et al., 2013) . Their approach represents features of domain by latent state such as topic and concept. This approach assumes high relation between the source and target domain. Tan et al. (2015) propose transfer learning technique (transitive transfer learning, TTL) using intermediate domain based on NMTF. TTL captures the relation between the source and target domain using intermediate domain. It has been used when the source and target domain is low relevant.
In this investigation, we consider low relevant case and we connect each domain using latent state. We translate the word space to the topic space based on topic model. We can classify documents by topic distribution even when each document does not have common words.
Document stream
Document streams such as news stream and microblog are attracting attention as information source. Many people concern about these new vehicles in their everyday life for the purpose of pleasure, advertisement and business analysis. They grow every day in a tremendous manner. Each document is described by a variety of specific words or their distributions with an emphasis on the specialty of interests. It is very hard to classify documents with dynamic change of feature. In order to address change of feature, we need to modify probabilistic model according to current features. There are investigations using new labelled documents in document stream (Xioufis et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012) . One of the approaches for this problem is active learning. Active learning is a learning framework that detects appropriate data to improve the performance (Bifet et al., 2009) . Bouguelia et al. (2013) propose stream-based active learning method to classify document stream. Stream-based active learning determine labelling document to modify the model on each time. In general active learning setting, data detection is automatic but data labelling requires human hand. We need leaning method to modify the model without human costs. However, update of the model using only unlabelled documents, there is a possibility that the performance degradation by learned false feature. 
Problem definition

Transfer learning
Transfer learning for document classification
Transfer learning estimates a document class in target domain using class information of source domain. We denote labelled documents S as source domain, 
Non-negative matrix tri-factorisation
NMTF is decomposition algorithm of the matrix by co-clustering for the feature space and the document space, it has been used document classification and clustering (Ding et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2011) . In NMTF, the matrix X ∈ R m×n of feature-document space is decomposed to low rank matrix F ,A and G.
The matrix F ∈ R m×p represents the relation among feature and feature cluster. m means the number of feature. p means the number of feature cluster. The matrix A ∈ R p×c represents degree of association among feature cluster and document cluster. c means the number of document cluster. The matrix G ∈ R c×n represents affiliation information over each document for each document cluster. n means the number of document. Each matrix estimate minimising of Frobenius norm for the original matrix X.
where F ≥ 0, A ≥ 0 and G ≥ 0. TTL show label propagation technique to classify documents using NMTF. In document classification, the label information is propagated from source domain to target domain via intermediate domain. Each original matrix X s , X i , X t can be decomposed as follows: 
Topic model
In this section we describe topic model to extract topic distribution from each domain. A topic model is known as a probabilistic vehicle to extract latent semantics from documents. A probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) is also an assumption using random mixture over topics and each topic is described over word distribution, but the ratio of topic mixture is determined in advance according to training data (Hofmann, 1999) . Recently more sophisticated technique for topic model has been proposed based on latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) . Topic mixture is determined according to Dirichlet probability distribution. In this model, a document can be considered as mixture of several topics, and every topic can be described as probability distribution over words. Here we examine documents with themes and classes. A topic means nothing but a word cluster while a theme means a content of a document, and we assume themes correspond to topics in some sense.
Let us illustrate LDA in a Figure 1 . And we show each variable of graphical model in Table 1 . We'd like to estimate probability distributions over topics z given observed words w with an assumption of Dirichlet prior distribution over topics Dirichlet prior distribution p(ϕ) over topics is described by a hyper-parameter β and Dirichlet prior distribution p(θ d ) over topics with respect to a document d is described by another hyper-parameter α. Then, we can show a multi-nominal distribution p(w|z, ϕ z ) of words w over each topic z represented by ϕ z with total N d words. Also given a number of topics by T , we may
To estimate topic distribution θ, and word distribution ϕ, there have been several techniques proposed such as EM algorithms and variational Bayesian approach. Among other, Gibbs sampling works well very often. Here we discuss how to estimate distributions by Gibbs sampling. Gibbs sampling allows us to obtain posterior probability distribution over topics by which we obtain θ and ϕ. The conjunctive probability a topic z i drawn z is defined as follows: The formula describes the conditional probability by marginalising ϕ and θ. Finally the random variables ϕ and θ can be estimated as follows:
Given initial values of the probabilities, we repeat the transition drawing z from this distribution. We get to convergence, the final state shows latent topic distribution θ and latent word distribution of topic ϕ. 
Classification
We estimate a document class in target domain based on transfer learning using latent topics. To classify document stream, we capture new feature by update of intermediate domain from unlabelled documents. Firstly, we extract topic distribution over document θ I and word distribution over topic ϕ I from intermediate domain. And we estimate topic distribution θ S , θ T in source domain and target domain respectively by maximum a posteriori estimation using word distribution over topic ϕ I . Here, we do not modify word distribution over topic ϕ. We translate the word-document matrix X s , X i , X t to topic-document matrix θ S , θ I , θ T . Each matrix can be decomposed as follows:
Our approach makes feature clustering with topic distribution instead of word distribution. We estimate class information G t in target domain using G s via G i , and we define classification results by the element of the matrix G t .
We make parameter update for ϕ I as word distribution over topic in intermediate domain from document chunk D i−1 through new arriving document chunk D i . There has been an investigation about online learning of topic model (Banerjee and Basu, 2007) . Topic assignment of a word w i in new document d is defined as follows. 
Experiments
Here we examine two kinds of examinations. We perform multi-class classification and document stream classification. We show our approach works efficiently compared to baseline.
Preliminaries
In this experiment we examine Reuter Corpus, called RCV1 (Lewis et al., 2004) . The corpus contains year's worth of 810,000 news articles from 08/20/1996 to 08/19/1997 where each article may have multiple labels of 128 categories. We have selected 'CCAT', 'MCAT', 'GCAT' and 'ECAT' as main class, and each class have six subclass as shown in Table 2 . In Table 3 , we show the corpus label corresponding to each identifier. In the first experiment, we examine multi-class classification. We classify test documents to four main classes. And we use different subclass for training and testing in each main class. The number of documents of each domain consists of 1,000 documents becoming total of 250 documents for each class. The total number of documents of experiments data is 3,000 documents. We determine the subclass corresponding to each domain by cosine similarity. The cosine similarity is defined as follows: C15 C152 CCAT  M11 MCAT  GCAT GSPO  E21 E212 ECAT  C15 C151 CCAT  M14 M141 MCAT  GCAT GPOL  E71 ECAT  C18 C181 CCAT  M13 M131 MCAT  GCAT GVIO  E11 ECAT  C31 CCAT  M14 M143 MCAT  GCAT GPOL GVOTE  E51 E512 ECAT  C17 C172 CCAT  M12 MCAT  GCAT GDIP  E13 E131 ECAT  C24 CCAT  M13 M132 MCAT  GCAT GDIP GVIO  E21 E211 ECAT Here, s and t corresponds to each sub class. s i and t i means probability of i th word. V means the numbers of words. The cosine similarity has a value between 0 and 1. When two distributions become similar, the cosine similarity becomes closer to 1. We calculate the cosine similarity among all subclasses in each main class as shown in Tables 5, 6 , 7 and 8. And we have selected the pair of subclass of smallest similarity between source domain and target domain. In Table 4 , we show the subclass corresponding to each domain in the first experiment. To compare with our results, we discuss a naive Bayes classification, N M T F ST and T T L SIT as baseline. Naive Bayes classification determines a document class by maximum likelihood estimation.
T T L SIT estimates a document class by equation (3). N M T F ST assume T T L SIT approach without intermediate domain.
Each baseline classifies documents on the basis of the word. The classification accuracy is deteriorated by influence of low frequency words. We remove the words that the number of occurrences is 20 or less. The number of words is 3,199.
Second, we examine document stream classification. We have separated the experiments data into 20 chunks. Our approach updates topic distribution by transition of intermediate domain according to transition of target domain. As baseline, we use no update case in our approach. The number of documents of each chunk consists of 1,000 documents of 250 documents for each class. Source domain is 2,000 documents of two chunks from the beginning. Intermediate domain is 2,000 documents of two chunks that follow. We use 16 chunks of rest for testing. We have selected 'C15 C151 CCAT', 'M13 M131 MCAT', 'GCAT GSPO' and 'E71 ECAT' as each domain, which the subclass become the smallest similarity during whole the chunk on condition that the number of documents in each subclass higher than 5,000.
As initial parameters, we give several values which can be obtained in preparatory experiments. In multi-class classification, we give 100 as the number of topics, 200 as the number of repetition for Gibbs sampling, 0.1 as α, 0.01 as β in LDA. The number of cluster p is 20 in our approach, 30 in N M T F ST and T T L SIT . In document stream classification, we give 100 as the number of topics, 100 as the number of repetition for Gibbs sampling, 0.1 as α, 0.01 as β in LDA
Evaluation
To evaluate our experiments, we examine F-values for classification. F-value is defined as a harmonic mean of precision P i and recall R i . 
In these fomulae, for a class i, a i means the number of positive answers to positive items, c i the number of negative answers to positive items and b i the number of positive answers to negative items. F-value f i is defined as a harmonic mean, and the whole F-value f is the average of all the f i .
Experimental results
We show the classification results in Tables 9, 10, 11 and 13. In Table 11 , we see the whole average of F-value is 0.936, while we see 0.860 in the T T L SIT , 0.786 in the N M T F ST , 0.681 in the naiveBayes, which means our approach works well. Both recall and precision are good enough compared to the baseline. We show the F-value over number of topics in Table 12 . We can get better classification results compared to baseline, when the number of topics higher than 60. In Table 13 , we see 0.941 of F-value on the total chunk in our update approach and 0.919 in no update case, so we get 0.022 improvements (2.2%) by update of topic distribution on each chunk. In Table 4 , each cosine similarity between source domain and target domain is 0.556 in the CCAT, 0.732 in the MCAT, 0.881 in the GCAT, 0.218 in the ECAT, which means documents similarity is large different in each class. Table 12 , we can see the F-value over number of topics. The classification accuracy is influenced by number of topics. We have to select appropriate number of topics to get high accuracy. However, the F-value is higher than baseline except 40 topics. In document stream classification, total of the F-value show the better than no update case during the whole chunk, which means our approach works efficiently to classify document stream. In our approach, F-value show more than 0.930. We can capture change of feature in stream by update of topic distribution.
Discussion
Conclusions
In this investigation, we have examined three aspects to document stream classification, document classification based on transfer learning using intermediate domain, topic extraction using topic model and update of the topic distribution in document stream. Our method provides excellent classification over document stream. Our approach allows us to keep good classification performance during document chunk.
